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$\chi_{\Omega}=\{\begin{array}{l}1 (X\in\overline{\Omega}_{S})0 (X\in\Omega_{f})\end{array}$ (2)
$(\overline{\Omega}_{s})$ 1,
$(\Omega_{f})$ $0$




















$F$ $M_{x_{c}}$ $VP$ $\sigma(u, p)=$
$(\nabla u+(\nabla u)^{t})-pI$ [5].
$F = \int_{\partial\Omega_{8}}\sigma n_{f}d\gamma=\lim_{\etaarrow 0}\int_{\Omega}\frac{\chi_{\Omega}}{\eta}(u_{\eta}-u_{s})d\Omega+V_{c}\ddot{x}_{c}$ , (7)
$M_{x_{c}} = \int_{\partial\Omega_{S}}(x-x_{c})\cross\sigma n_{f}d\gamma$
$= \lim_{\etaarrow 0}\int_{\Omega}\frac{\chi_{\Omega}}{\eta}(x-x_{c})\cross(u_{\eta}-u_{s})d\Omega+I_{c}\ddot{\theta}_{c}$. (8)







1 $D$ , $\nu$ , $x$ $y$
$L_{x},$ $L_{y},$ $x$ $N_{x},y$ $N_{y}$ , $dt$ ,

































$L_{x},$ $y$ $L_{y},$ $x$ $N_{x},y$ $N_{y}$ ,
$u=1$ $c$ $t$ $\theta$ $dt=5.0\cross 10^{-4}$
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$( :12 \leq X\leq 16, x_{cg}=8.0)$
C
$( :12 \leq x\leq 16, x_{cg}=3.2)$
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A,$B,C,D$ 4




A, $B,C,D$ 8, 9, 10, 11

































aaos $4\theta\theta$ $\epsilon\epsilon\S$ 888 1098
10: $7Rx$$Ct=$
$\lambda 8{\} l\S laew_{0}1l\S \mathfrak{W}$




























































$\mathfrak{g}$ 200 486 606 808 $10B0$








$B$ $2B0$ $4B0$ $BBB$ see lBBB









$p$ $g\mathfrak{g}g$ $4\emptyset 0$ 699 see $1B09$
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